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Abstract

Relevance feedback techniques are expected to play an important role in 3D search engines, as they help to bridge
the semantic gap between the user and the system: similarity is a cognitive process, depending on the observer.
We propose a novel relevance feedback technique, whose basic idea is threefold. First of all, the user is provided
with a variety of shape descriptors, analysing different shape properties. The user then expresses her similarity
concept through a friendly interface which supports multilevel relevance judgements. Finally, the system inhibits
the role of the shape properties that do not reflect the user’s idea of similarity. The assumption is that similarity
may emerge as an inhibition of differences, i.e., as a lack of diversity with respect to the shape properties taken
into account. The proposed technique is based on a simple scaling procedure, which does not require any a priori
learning or optimization of parameters.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.3.3 [Information Systems]: Information Search and
Retrieval—Relevance feedback

1. Introduction

The quick increase in the number of available 3D models,
along with the growing impact of 3D data in many areas such
as medicine, bioinformatics, CAD and gaming [BKS∗05],
are creating the need for 3D search engines [TV08]: the re-
trieval of existing resources is indeed the basis for the reuse
of the content and the embedded knowledge. In the IST Con-
certation Workshop "Challenges of Future Search Engines"
(2005), it has been observed that the search of content “is
an industry segment in its own right”, whose “killer appli-
cation is in everyday life”. This is recognized for the tra-
ditional media, such as audio, images and video, whereas
the impact of 3D in the societal and economic world makes
us persuaded that this vision is going to come true for 3D
shapes as well [Use08].

While designing a 3D search engine, we have to think
that 3D shape retrieval is a complex interaction process be-
tween the user and the 3D content, along with its semantics.
Smeulders et al. [SWS∗00] put the attention on the semantic
gap, i.e., the gap between the visual data information and the
meaning of the data for the user. In specific domains (narrow
domains), the semantic gap can be reduced by knowledge
technologies (see the AIM@SHAPE approach [aim]). In a

generic domain (broad domain), different strategies have to
be adopted. First, we can develop high level shape descrip-
tors, which code a variety of shape properties, so as to ap-
proximate the perceptual variety of humans. Then, we have
to “include a human in the loop”, that is, to make the user an
active player in the search process [DJLW08]. As observed
by Koenderink [Koe90], things possess a shape for the ob-
server, in whose mind the association between the perception
and the existing conceptual models takes place: similarity is
a cognitive process, dependent on the observer.

The observer becomes part of the search process through
the use of relevance feedback techniques [Roc71]. The lat-
ter allow the user to incorporate her judgement in a retrieval
system by iterating three processes: the system returns a list
of items in response to a query; the user gives a feedback
about their relevance; the system updates the answers list,
so that they better fit the user needs. Relevance feedback
techniques help understanding the semantics of similarity for
an observer, in the context of a specific query. Hence, they
attempt to solve the semantic gap between description and
meaning, between system and user.

In this paper, we devise a new relevance feedback tech-
nique to support 3D retrieval. The method takes advantage
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of state-of-the-art shape descriptors, which capture comple-
mentary shape properties, and helps the user to specify intu-
tively, in a broad domain, the narrow shape domain she has
in mind. Because of the intrinsic complexity and variability
of 3D shapes, it is fundamental to go beyond a traditional,
binary classification (relevant/not relevant). Hence, we de-
fine a technique based on multilevel relevance judgements
expressed by the user through a friendly interface. We aim
to approximate the similarity (pseudo)metric the user em-
ploys to compare objects: we start from the set of distances
corresponding to shape descriptors, and progressively inhibit
through a scaling procedure those distances that are not com-
patible with the user judgement.

The assumption is that similarity may emerge as an inhi-
bition of differences, i.e., as a lack of diversity with respect
to the shape properties taken into account. As suggested by
the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, shape is
“the outer form of something by which it can be seen (or felt)
different by something else”. This implies that it is an equiv-
alence class of similarity that makes shape emerge from an
object, whereas having a similar shape implies the absence
of differences with respect to the shape properties which are
relevant for the comparison (hence the user) at hand.

2. Related work

To the best of our knowledge, relevance feedback methods
were introduced by Rocchio in 1971 for text document re-
trieval [Roc71]. Then, in the 1990s Rui et al. extended rel-
evance feedback techniques to image retrieval [RWOM98]:
see [ZT03] for a survey paper.

In the latest years, relevance feedback techniques have
started attracting the attention of the 3D retrieval commu-
nity [PPT∗08]. The first proposal is by Elad et al. [ETA01],
who use geometric moments for 3D retrieval and make the
algorithm interactive by using Support Vector Machines.
Bang and Chen [BC02] use feature vectors to describe 3D
shapes, and propose a feedback technique based on a “mor-
phing” strategy in the space of features: unlabeled objects
are moved away or towards the query, according to their
position with respect to labeled examples. Atmosukarto et
al. [ALH05] propose to weight the ranking list of the re-
trieved objects, by pushing relevant and irrelevant objects
to the top or the bottom of the list, respectively. Leifman et
al. [LMT05] use Linear Discriminant Analysis and Biased
Discriminant Analysis in a two-stage strategy, consisting of
an off-line pre-processing step followed by the proper inter-
active phase. Recently, Onasoglou and Daras proposed two
relevance feedback methods [OD08], which apply semantic
forces of attraction or repulsion between 3D objects in a fea-
ture space. Semantic forces are built according to user judge-
ments. In the first algorithm, they are combined with geo-
metric forces determined by shape descriptors, while they
stay purely semantic in the second algorithm.

Our algorithm proposes a continuous, numerical scale for

relevance judgements, instead than a small, usually binary
(relevant/not relevant) number of predefined relevance lev-
els (see also [OD08]). Indeed, we aim to approximate the
pseudometric the user employs when comparing 3D objects,
according to the shape properties she is interested in. In ad-
diction, our method combines multiple descriptors by work-
ing in the space of distances, thus being independent of the
nature of the descriptors themselves. Finally, this technique
does not require parameter optimization steps nor statistical
learning procedures.

3. Relevance feedback technique: main ideas

This paper is devoted to propose a new method for the inter-
active approximation, based on the user feedback, of a pseu-
dodistance δ on a dataset Σ = {x1, . . . ,xN}. The pseudodis-
tance δ represents the dissimilarities between the objects of
Σ with respect to the subjective judgement of the user. A
pseudodistance δ is a metrics without the property assuring
that δ(xi,x j) = 0 implies xi = x j (in other words, two objects
can have vanishing pseudodistance without coinciding).

We start with a family of 3D shape descriptors, produc-
ing a family G = {d1, . . . ,dn} of pseudodistances between
the objects in the database Σ. The way humans perceive and
recognize things suggests that the recognition of any object
requires a plurality of different recognitions, according to
different object properties: we recognize a cat for having
four legs, claws and a tail, for being furry, and so on. The
same concept, in the context of 3D shape searching, turns
into the need of describing and comparing 3D shapes accord-
ing to different shape properties, i.e., according to different
descriptors and comparison methodologies.

We define the initial pseudodistance between the objects
in the database as the maximum amongst the distances en-
coding the variety of shape properties, D = maxd∈G d. Once
a query is submitted, D is used to sort the database objects
in order of decreasing similarity to the query. The system
then returns a first list of answers. We use the max opera-
tor, instead of a traditional weighted linear combination of
distances, because the sum operation is related to the “OR”
operator, while the maximum is related to the “AND” opera-
tor, more suitable for the subjective comparison of complex
shapes. In other words, we consider two objects similar if
they are similar according to all the properties taken into ac-
count. The definition of the set of properties that are relevant
for the user is the goal of the feedback technique.

We proceed by asking the user to give a feedback about
the relevance of some answers. Due to the complexity of
3D shapes, and the variability of shape properties, we think
that it is fundamental to go beyond a traditional, binary clas-
sification (relevant/not relevant), and let the user express
the complexity of her judgement through a numerical scale
[DJLW08, WLM03]. We provide the user with an interface
endowed with a slider, so that she can move the cursor along
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the slider to express the similarity between two objects. The
position of the cursor is turned into a numerical value, ex-
pressing the value of the pseudodistance δ. The latter is the
(unknown) pseudodistance the user refers to for comparing
the objects in the dataset Σ, and is the target of our approxi-
mation.

Given a query q, let us assume that the feedback given
by the user implies the knowledge of the pseudodistance
δ between q and the objects in a subset S of Σ, represent-
ing the user’s opinion about the dissimilarities between the
query and the objects in S. This knowledge is used to in-
hibit the role of the pseudodistances in the family G that are
not compatible with the user’s judgement, meaning that they
perceive as different those objects that the user considers as
similar. The mathematical idea is to rescale each pseudodis-
tance di to a pseudodistance d̃i = λdi, choosing λ equal to
the larger value for which the equality λdi(q,x j) ≤ δ(q,x j)
holds when x j ∈ S. In other words, we rescale di until it be-
comes compatible with the information given by the user, in
the sense that the new pseudodistance associates each pair in
{q}× S to a dissimilarity value not larger than the one ex-
pressed by the user, seen as the ground truth. This process
produces a new family of pseudodistances G̃ = {d̃ : d ∈ G}.
After our rescaling procedure, we can use the new pseu-
dodistance D̃ = maxd̃∈G̃ d̃ for our retrieval purposes, as an
approximation of δ. It is straightforward to verify that the
resulting pseudodistance D̃ does not depend on the order in
which the normalizations are performed.

The scaling procedure can be implemented as follows.
Given a query object q, suppose that the user gives her nu-
merical judgement δ(q,x) about the dissimilarity between
the query and a returned object x. This implies the sub-
stitution of each pseudodistance di with a new pseudodis-
tance d̃i obtained by multiplying everywhere di by λi =
min{1; δ(q,x)

di(q,x)}. This normalization procedure forces each
di to respect the user judgement about the pair (q,x): if
di(q,x) ≤ δ(q,x), the pseudodistance di stays the same,
while, if di(q,x) > δ(q,x), di is lowered by multiplying ev-
erywhere its values, for each pair (q,xk), xk ∈ Σ, by the con-
stant δ(q,x)

di(q,x) < 1. This procedure corresponds to the cancella-
tion of distances that are not compatible with the user judge-
ment. Indeed, if the value of a pseudodistance di is much
larger than a small dissimilarity perceived by the user, then
the value λi becomes very small. Therefore, di is substi-
tuted with a pseudodistance that has very low values every-
where. This means that di plays very little role in the com-
putation of the new pseudodistance D̃, being D̃ defined as
D̃ = maxd̃∈G̃ d̃.

The approach is based on three elementary but important
properties of pseudodistances. Indeed, given the family F of
all pseudodistance functions on a finite dataset Σ, the follow-
ing statements hold :

1. For every subset G ⊆F , the function D defined by setting

D(xi,x j) = maxd∈G d(xi,x j) is a pseudodistance on the
dataset Σ;

2. For every non-negative λ ∈ R and every d ∈ F the func-
tion λd is a pseudodistance on Σ;

3. For every d ∈ F and every xi,x j ∈ Σ the equality

d(xi,x j) = max{d′(xi,x j) : d′ ∈F ,d′(xi,x j)≤ d(xi,x j)}
holds (in other words, each pseudodistance on Σ is the
maximum of the pseudodistances that are everywhere
less than d).

These statements are worth to be analyzed more care-
fully. They suggest the idea of approximating a pseudodis-
tance δ by computing the maximum of a set of pseudodis-
tances lower than δ. Indeed, the following result can be eas-
ily proved, referring to the previously defined sets F and Σ:

Assume that two subsets G ⊆ F , T ⊆ Σ×Σ and an ε > 0
are given, such that:

1. for all d ∈G and for any (xr,xs)∈ T , d(xr,xs)≤ δ(xr,xs);
2. for any (xi,x j)∈ T there exists d ∈G such that δ(xi,x j)−

d(xi,x j)≤ ε.

Define D̃(xi,x j) = maxd∈G d(xi,x j) for every (xi,x j) ∈ T .
Then maxT

∣∣δ− D̃
∣∣≤ ε.

This simple statement assures that in presence of a rich
enough family of pseudodistances, our method produces a
good approximation of the pseudodistance δ representing
our ground truth. In this framework, the normalization pro-
cess can be seen as an easy way to enrich a finite family of
pseudodistances. We observe that the definition of D̃ given
in the previous statement is equivalent to the one previously
described in this paper.

In our approach the pseudodistances are seen as judges of
the dissimilarity, and similarity is interpreted as the absence
of pseudodistances claiming the existence of dissimilarities.
The learning procedure is based on the fact that each time
we retrieve a false negative oFN while looking for something
similar to a queried object q, the relevance of the pseudodis-
tances that erroneously see oFN as quite different from q is
reduced by the rescaling process. In other words, we can get
rid of the pseudodistances that express wrong judgements by
the rescaling process.

The advantage of our approach is threefold. First of all it is
quite simple, and the rescaling process trivially converges to
a pseudodistance D. On the other hand no optimization pro-
cess is required, and the complexity of the algorithm (after
computing the pseudodistances di depending on the chosen
descriptors) is linear in the number of descriptors. Finally,
the possibility of working in the space of distances between
descriptors, rather than in the space of features, allows us
to take advantage of heterogeneous shape descriptors, e.g.,
feature vectors and graphs.

A final remark is due about the use of a metrical approach
to shape comparison. Indeed, this approach can be criticized
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by maintaining that shape comparison often does not obey
the axioms of a metric. A classical example claims that a
centaur can be similar both to a man and a horse, without
the horse and the man being similar to each other. As a
consequence, the triangular inequality could be considered
inadequate for shape discrimination. This position follows
from mixing two different pseudodistances dH (expressing
the dissimilarity with respect to the properties characterizing
a horse) and dM (expressing the dissimilarity with respect to
the properties characterizing a man) by the min operator. Ac-
cepting this example corresponds to examining shape prop-
erties that depend not only on the user, but also on the pairs
of objects that she is comparing. Indeed, it is based on the
change of the shape properties the user evaluates, depend-
ing on what she is looking at. However, in this paper we are
just interested in shape properties that are chosen by the user
once and for all. For this kind of properties, the previously
given example does not prove that a metrical approach to the
problem is unfit, but just that a suitable selection and mixing
procedure should be applied to our pseudodistances, simi-
larly to what we do in this paper by the rescaling process
and the max operator. In our setting, while dH should be em-
phasized when the user is interested on the shape properties
characterizing a man, dM should be focused when the user is
interested on the shape properties describing a horse. Mathe-
matically speaking, dH and dM should not be mixed by con-
sidering the function min{dH ,dM} since the min operator
does not preserve the property of being a pseudodistance,
while this property is preserved by the max operator.

4. Relevance feedback technique: implementation

In our prototypal implementation, the set of 3D shape de-
scriptors include the spherical harmonics [KFR03] (im-
plementation taken from [shw]); the lightfield descrip-
tors [COTS03] (implementation taken from [lfw]); the
size functions (our implementation) with the distance from
the barycenter and the integral geodesic distance as mea-
suring functions [FL99, BDF∗]; the eigenvalues of the
Laplace-Beltrami operator [Reu06] (our implementation);
the descriptors participating in the Watertight Track of the
SHape REtrieval Contest (SHREC) 2007 [Vt07], namely
the multivariate density-based descriptor by Agkul et al.
[ASSY06]; the depth line encoding descriptor by Chaouch
et al. [CVB07]; the multi-view descriptor by Napoleon et
al. [Vt07]; the spherical trace transform by Daras et al.
[ZDA∗07]; the augmented multiresolution Reeb graph by
Tung and Schmitt [TS05]. By comparing these descriptors,
we derive the set of initial distances G= {d1, . . . ,d10}. These
distances are normalized so that their values are in the inter-
val [0,1]: 0 stands for completely similar and 1 stands for
completely different.

We used geometric, topological, structural and view-
based descriptors, so as to capture a variety of different
(preferably independent) 3D shape properties. Note that the

comparison technique between the augmented multiresolu-
tion Reeb graphs does not induce a pseudometric (as re-
quired by our method) but a semimetric, i.e., the triangle
inequality does not hold. In any case, we observed that in
our database (the database of 300 models introduced in the
Stability Track of SHREC 2008, see Section 5) the inequal-
ity is violated only in a very small number of cases (less
than 10−5% of the triplets of objects). Hence, we included
this descriptor as well.

The prototypal interface allows the user to select a query
in the database, then returns a first list of items. The latter are
ordered according to the increasing distances to the query,
and shown in a HTML file. As explained, at this point the
pseudodistance is D = maxd∈G d. Next, the user can select
one or more objects amongst those returned by the system,
and judge their similarity to the query. The multilevel judge-
ment, corresponding to the user subjective pseudometric δ,
is expressed through a slider: the position of the cursor in-
dicates a value ranging in [0,1]. To help the user select the
value, qualitative judgements (e.g., “very similar”, “some-
what similar”, “completely different”, and so on) are asso-
ciated with intervals of values and printed next to the slider,
as the cursor moves. The slider is used to provide the user
with an intuitive and friendly tool to express a multilevel rel-
evance judgement, ranging in a (quantized) continuous in-
terval. This is the main difference with respect to other rele-
vance feedback methods for 3D retrieval, which only allow
the user to select amongst a small number of relevance lev-
els, usually two (relevant/not relevant). With our technique,
the user is left free to express her feelings through a con-
tinuous scale, which reflects her internal idea of distances
between objects. At the same time, the method is robust
with respect to small changes in the value of the user judge-
ment, as a small change in the value of δ(q,x) induces a
small change in the multiplying factor δ(q,x)

di(q,x) . Consequently,
a drastic change in the scaling procedure only results from
big changes in the user judgements, that are not expected to
happen neither by chance or by mistake.

Our prototypal interface is shown in Figure 1. A window
allows the user to choose a query in the database, and select
and judge through the slider the items returned by the sys-
tem. The prototype is implemented using the C++ language
under the Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 environment.

5. Experiments and discussions

We conducted a series of experiments using the dataset of
300 models used in the Stability Track of the SHREC Con-
test 2008, so as to evaluate the potentialities of our relevance
feedback technique. The dataset is made of 15 classes, with
20 models per class. The objects range from humans and an-
imals to cups and mechanical parts: see the Track Report for
further details [AB08].

Figure 2 shows how our method is able to refine a query,
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Figure 1: The prototypal interface.

in terms of improved precision and recall. In this example,
we are looking for a member of the “armadillo” class, shown
on the left. On top right, we find the list of the first returned
items (apart from the 1st one, which is always the query it-
self and is not shown) ordered according to D, i.e., sorted by
the maximum value taken by the distances dis. The results,
though not perfect, are nice, meaning that most of the dis are
able to recognize the armadillos. Some false positives may
be observed, namely four horses. With a first feedback itera-
tion, we communicate to the system that we are looking for
armadillos like the one in the blue circle: we move the cursor
along the slider and set the dissimilarity value δ between the
query and the circled armadillo to 0.25. Figure 2 (bottom)
shows the updated list. With a single feedback iteration, we
managed to get rid of the unwanted horses, and get three new
relevant armadillos, marked with green rectangles.

Let us see what happens when dealing with a more com-
plicated class, showing higher shape variability. In Figure 3,
we query the system using a spring. The results list contains
little springs and many false positives (Figure 3 (top)). We
label the spring enclosed in the blue circle with a value of
δ equal to 0.15, to suggest that we are looking for a differ-
ently curved type of springs. Figure 3 (bottom) shows the list
updated after the feedback iteration, which is populated by
many other springs. This happens because the system auto-
matically inhibits the distances which consider only metric
properties of springs. Figure 4 shows a similar example.

As seen, good results can be obtained after a single it-
eration, possibly by judging a single item. This is very im-
portant, because a relevance feedback technique is useful as
long as it is not boring for the user, i.e., it does not require too
many iterations and relevance judgements. We also remark
that, though examples are not shown for space reasons, if we
slightly change the values of the user subjective judgement,
namely the values of δ, then the system answers stay almost
the same, as discussed in Section 4.

The next examples we are about to discuss rise some ques-
tions and suggest some directions for future research. In Fig-
ure 5 (top), the system gets confused between humans and
armadillos. In the first feedback iteration, we move the cur-
sor along the slider and mark with 0.2 the walking woman in
the blue circle. The system selects the descriptors that agree
with our idea. Consequently, many other humans appear in
the list (Figure 5 (middle)). Suppose now that we are look-
ing for a particular kind of human model, namely a sitting
woman. Hence, in a second iteration, we feed the system
with a value equal to 0.10 for the distance between the query
and the sitting woman in the blue circle. What happens (see
Figure 5 (bottom)) is that we manage to find another sitting
woman (marked with a green rectangle), but the list now also
includes a false positive, namely the four legs animal marked
with the red rectangle. We believe this depends on the fact
that the descriptors we are using do not refer to “atomical”
properties: there is no descriptor looking at a single property
(e.g., having legs or hands, being seated and so on). This
may cause the presence of false positives.

The choice of descriptors deserves some attention. Our
method is able to produce results according to some wanted
shape properties as long as the properties are represented
by the descriptors involved. In other words, we start with
a set of descriptors and attempt, with our feedback tech-
nique, to select, in a query-dependent yet automatic manner,
the right subset of descriptors capturing the properties the
user is interested in. The point is, we can only do that if the
system includes some descriptors perceiving these proper-
ties. Ideally, for each shape property in the user mind, there
should be a descriptor devoted to capture it, and possiblly
only it. After various feedback iterations, the user would be
given the objects with the sought properties. This is unfea-
sible in practice, because of the limits of the current state
of the art, and also because the number of descriptors must
respect a tradeoff between efficiency and description effi-
cacy. A promising direction is given by the study of the de-
scriptors that are parametric with respect to different shape
properties [BFF∗07], in particular the descriptors originat-
ing in Morse theory, such as Reeb graphs and size func-
tions [BDF∗]. Moreover, we believe the community should
welcome a deep study of the relationship between shape
properties and shape descriptors: current studies mainly fo-
cus on a quantitative assessment of descriptors [DP06], in
terms of their performance on existing benchmarks [Vt07],
whereas the literature confirms that the performance is query
dependent. New and extensive studies focusing on a qualita-
tive evaluation of the descriptors are needed, if we want to
build dynamic, user-centric search engines.

The example in Figure 6 poses an important question. As
the user searches for a small table with three legs, the system
does not return any similar table amongst the first retrieved
models, which are all false positives (Figure 6 (top)). In this
case, the user is not able to feed the system with examples of
objects sharing the shape properties she has in mind. Obvi-
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query without feedback

query 1st feedback iteration

Figure 2: Retrieval session for an armadillo model. The user judges the circled armadillo to be at distance 0.25 from the query.
The system updates its answer and shows the three new armadillos in the green rectangles. With a single feedback iteration,
precision improves from 0.79 to 0.95.

query without feedback

query 1st feedback iteration

Figure 3: Retrieval session for a spring. The user judges the circled spring to be at distance 0.15 from the query. The system
updates its answer, showing a number of different springs. With a single iteration, recall improves from 0.32 to 0.8.

query without feedback

query 1st feedback iteration

Figure 4: Retrieval session for a bird model.

ously, it is not practical to ask the user to scroll the list until
she finds a good example. A first idea is to look for positive
examples in lists of answers responding to different criteria.
A second option is to ask the user to evaluate negative ex-
amples, i.e., to give negative feedback. Both the problems of
maximizing the number of positive examples and of treating
negative examples are open problems in the literature.

According to the first idea, to solve a pathological situa-
tion like that in Figure 6 (top), in which the initial distance

D fails to produce good results, we could show the user a
different set of models to search in, selected according to a
different criterion than D. We propose to show the user the
set of models given by the first returned item (apart from
the query itself) for each distance, under the assumption that
the shape properties the user is looking for are represented
by some of the descriptors. Computing this “melting pot” of
models is more practical than asking the user to look into the
lists of results of each descriptor. Following this idea, in the
example in Figure 6, we manage to find a pair of tables to be
used as examples (Figure 6 (middle)), identified by the size
functions with the integral geodesic distance and the aug-
mented multiresolution Reeb graph, respectively. If the user
judges, through the interface slider, the distance between the
query and the table in the blue circle to be 0.1, the system
updates the outcome and returns many other tables (Figure
6 (bottom)). Although this idea seems to work in many situ-
ations, more research is needed.

As for the treatment of negative examples, some proposals
have been presented in the literature about relevance feed-
back [KZB06], whereas there is a debate about negative ex-
amples having destructive effects [DJLW08]. With our as-
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query without feedback

query 1st feedback iteration

query 2nd feedback iteration

Figure 5: Retrieval session for a woman model. Top: the
user gives a feedback of δ = 0.2 for the walking model.
Middle: the system updates its answer. The user refines her
query, by selecting the sitting model and suggesting δ = 0.1.
Bottom: the results obtained at the second iteration: a new
sitting woman appears, along with a false positive.

sumptions, negative examples are not useful, because our
method works by inhibiting those distances that perceive as
different the objects that the user considers as similar: ob-
jects judged to be not similar give little information to the
system, as they do not communicate what the user is looking
for, but only what she is not looking for. We are currently
investigating the possibility of extending the method to take
advantage of negative examples.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a novel relevance feedback
algorithm for 3D shape retrieval, whose aim is to approxi-
mate the pseudometric employed by a user to compare ob-
jects. The algorithm is based on a simple scaling procedure,
and motivated by elementary yet important mathematical
properties of pseudodistances.

We have implemented a prototype interface, enabling the
user to express her relevance judgement through a gauge
of values. Note that, although many research works inves-
tigated appropriate ways to measure the degree of users’ rel-
evance judgments, there is still no consensus regarding how
to design such a measurement scale [WLM02]. This topic
deserves further research.

We are currently organizing a more complete series of ex-
periments, which require the active collaboration of a set
of volunteer users. Since traditional performance measures
such as precision and recall are based on dichotomy rele-
vance judgment, we are considering the use of other mea-

query without feedback

using SF using aMRG

query 1st feedback iteration

Figure 6: Retrieval session for a table model. Top: the first
outcome of the system does not contain any similar table.
Middle: two tables are found in a different set of answers;
the user gives her feedback, by stating that δ = 0.1 is the
distance between the query and the circled table. Bottom:
after the feedback step, the updated list of models shows a
set of tables to the user, possibly answering to her query.

sures which can deal with gauges of values [Yao95]. Also,
the evolution of the retrieval performance with the number
of user feedback iterations deserves a deeper investigation.

Further directions of future research include the study of
all complementary steps that decide the success of a rele-
vance feedback method: facilities for query selection and
database navigation, aimed to solve the “page zero prob-
lem”; a display space that better presents the outcome to the
user; personalized mechanisms based on the user’s profile
and needs [SWS∗00].
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